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XV
“SURELY THERE IS A GOD!”
PROVERBS 30:1–5
INTRODUCTION

The difficulties encountered in the interpretation of Prov
30:1 can readily be illustrated by the presence or absence of
proper names in the varied translations of the verse. The RSV
and the NIV have five different names; the KJV, NKJV, and
NAS have four distinct names; the Syriac text has three; but
the Vulgate, NRSV, and the NLT have only two, whereas the
Septuagint has none (although the Codex Venetus, like the
Targum, takes Agur and Yakeh as names). The difficulties
encountered here led McKane (1970:644) to say despairingly,
“In such a verse, where there is hardly a glimmer of light, one
feels powerless to make even the first move towards its
elucidation.”
But illumination of the verse comes once it is recognized
that 30:1–5 preserves a dialectal fragment for which the traditional lexicons of Jerusalem Hebrew will be inadequate,
necessitating a greater use of Arabic lexicography to reconstruct the meaning. The poetic lines to be reviewed include:
)#%&fm@aha hqeyF-Nb@e rw@g)f yriIb;di@
lkf)uw: l)eytiy)il; l)eytiy)il; rbeg%Eha M)un:

The words of Agur the son of Jakeh, even the prophecy the
man spake unto Ithiel, even unto Ithiel and Ucal
(KJV)
The words of Agur son of Jakeh1 of Massa.
The man says to Ithiel, to Ithiel and Ucal.
(RSV)
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tou_j e0mou_j lo&gouj ui9e& fobh&qhti
kai\ dexa&menoj au0tou_j metano&ei ta&de 2
le&gei o9 a0nh_r toi=j pisteu&ousin qew~| kai\ pau&omai
“reverence my words, Son, and receiving them, repent,”
says the man to them that trust in God; and I cease.
(Septuagint)
If the names are original, one must concur with Whybray
(1994: 407) that the names here are not Hebrew names, at
least not widely attested names. Each alleged name in the MT
warrants some explanation, as well as a reason for the absence
of any name in the Septuagint of Prov 30:1.
AGUR

Franklyn (1983: 239) suggested, following the Vulgate and
Midrash, that Agur is the participle of rg) “to gather,” disregarding Sauer’s criticism (which he cited) that the passive
rw@g)f cannot have an active sense. Franklyn, moreover, disregarded the derivation of rw@g)f given in BDB (8) which cited
Arabic, Assyrian, and Syriac cognates (like ?3! [Cajara] “to
pay, to hire”) of which rw@g)f would be a passive participle
meaning “a hireling.” The imperative fobh&qhti “fear” of the
Septuagint obviously derived rw@g)f from rgAyF “to be afraid, to
fear” or rw@g, stem III, “to dread” (BDB 388, 158).3
But none of these derivations are correct, though BDB was
on target since it noted the Arabic cognate ?3! (Cajara). But
?3! (Cajara) has other meanings than “to be a hireling.” It also
means “a recompense, compensation, or reward for what has
been done”; and, as Lane (1863: 24) noted, “it is well known
that ?3! (Cajara) signifies a recompense, or reward from God
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to a man for righteous conduct.” 4 With this definition in
mind, the passive participle rw@g)f, “one rewarded for righteousness,” is an appropriate name for a person of piety. Seemingly, then, Prov 30:1 opens with the phrase “the words of
Agur” or “the words of one-rewarded-for-righteousness.”
YAKEH

Toy (1916: 518), Franklyn (1983: 239), and others have
recognized that the Arabic cognate of hqy is £ªgÖ (waqî ) “to
be cautious, guarding oneself from sin,” which is the equivalent of £ªhª' (taqî ) “godly, devout, pious” (Lane 1863: 310;
1893: 3059; Wehr 1979: 115, 1282).5 Were the Vorlage of the
Septuagint )qy (as in the forty-two manuscripts cited by Kennicott, mentoned in note 1), the )qy may have been misread
as )ry “to fear” 6 and have been dismissed by the Greek translators as a gloss on the ambiguous rwg, which has four different meanings: (1) “to be afraid, to dread,” (2) “to sojourn,” (3)
“to stir up strife,” and (4) “to be rewarded for righteousness,”
discussed above.
As Franklyn (1983: 239) noted, hqeyF-Nb@e may not be a patronym but a designation of quality, meaning “an obedient man,”
or as I would prefer, “a pious person.” As a result, the first
four words of Prov 30:1 can be rendered, “The words of a
pious person rewarded for righteousness.” If rw@g)f and hqeyF
were names, the meaning of the names would have been
transparent to the initial audience, even though their meanings
subsequently became lost to tradition.
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THE MASSAITE

Many commentators, like Scott (1965: 175) and McKane
(1970: 644) added to the MT )#%& fm@aha “the oracle” a gentilic y
and treat )#%& fm@aha as a place name for an Ishmaelite group in
North Arabia, producing y)I#%& fm@aha . . .rw@g)f, “Agur . . . the Massaite.” The argument is that the original y)I#%& fm@aha lost the
gentilic y suffix because the next word was M)un: “utterance,”
and )#%& fma@ha “the oracle” was taken to be its synonym, resulting
in a pseudo-correction changing the original ethnicon y)I#%& fm@aha
“the Massaite” into the common noun )#%&fmh
@a a “the utterance.”7
Probably, however, )#%& fma@ha originally was not a place name
nor a word for “utterance.” The desiderated meaning can be
found in the Arabic cognates (1) ëGw (našaca, form 4) “he
created, produced, originated; he framed or constructed a
proverb or phrase; he composed or recited well an ode or the
like,” and (2)£Gxs (munšî) “author, originator” (Lane 1893:
2791; Wehr 1979: 1131).8 Here )#%&ima@ha (scriptio defectiva for
)y#%&i ma@ha) would be a Hiphcîl participle, corresponding to the
parallel Arabic causative, and M)un: )y#%&i m@aha would mean “the
one authoring (the) saying.” The M)un: would be a double-duty
noun, doubling as a construct noun with the following rbgh.
NO LONGER “THE MAN”

McKane (1970:644) rightly noted that “the phrase n e( u% m
haggeber [‘the utterance of the man’] is very odd if haggeber
is Agur.” But the oddity disappears if rbg is interpreted as
meaning something other than “man.” BDB (149) cited
Akkadian, Arabic, Aramaic, Syriac, and Ethiopic cognates for
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rbg meaning, among other things, “to compel, to force, to be

overbearing, to be strong, to prevail.” But contextually important definitions found in Lane (1865: 373) were not cited in
BDB (149) or KBS (175), namely, ?$3 ( jabara): “he restored
to a sound, right, or good estate; to bring back to normal; and
to treat anyone in a kind and conciliatory manner.” 9 Adding
this piece to the puzzle of 30:1 permits this translation: “the
words of Agur [= the one-rewarded-for-righteousness], the
son of Jakeh [= the pious one], the one authoring the declaration [M)un: )y#%m
&i a@h]a , the declaration of the one-restored-tosound-estate” (reading the rbg of rbugh
F@ a M)un: as a Qal passive
participle).
Since three nouns /names of the seven words preceding the
declaration in 30:1b deal with (1) [God’s] rewarding righteousness, (2) a God-fearing person, and (3) restoration to
wholeness, the writer sets the stage for a theologically significant declaration in 30:1b, one which will match the affirmation in 30:5, “every word of God proves true” (RSV). Such an
affirmation appears once the MT preposition l; “to” in 30:1b
is read as the emphatic particle lu “surely”10 rather than being
read as the negative l (= )Ol).
ITHIEL AND UCAL

The MT l)eytiy)il; l)eytiy)il; has produced a wide variety
of interpretations which are summarized by McKane (1970:
644–645) and Franklyn (1983: 241–243). The most interesting interpretations of l)eytiy)il; are (1) “I am weary, O God,”
based upon the root h)l; (2) “O that God were with me,”
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based upon the preposition t) and the vocative l; (3) “there
is no God,” based upon the Aramaic yty) (the particle of
existence) and the negative l (= )lO), as in Dan 3:29; and (4)
“I am not God,” based upon the emendation l) ykn) )l. A
fifth reading begs for recognition, namely, “Surely God
exists!”—based upon the Aramaic yty), “exists” and the
emphatic l “surely, verily.”
Support for this fifth interpretation comes from the confidence of the speaker hidden in the last word of this verse,
lka)uw:. This word has also been variously interpreted. The
Septuagint’s kai\ pau&omai “and I cease,” derived it from hlfkf@
“to be complete, to end,” whereas the Vulgate’s confortatus
read lw@k “to contain, to sustain.” Scott (1965: 175) took lka)u
to be from lkayF “to be able, to have power,” and provided the
expansive translation “and I can [not know anything].” Franklyn (1983: 243) related lka)u to lka)f “to eat” and translated “I
am consumed.”
But there is a better option than the above four which are
derived from standard lexicons with their incomplete listings
of cognates. The Arabic âªk (kalaca) (Lane 1885: 2623; Wehr
1979: 978) “to guard, to keep safe, to protect” (including the
expression, Äpo! É \âªk [kilâ cat callahi] “the safe keeping of
God”) is the most likely cognate of the MT lka)u , a Hophcal
imperfect of )lk meaning “I will be kept safe.”11 The affirmation, “Surely there is a God! Surely there is a God!” led
logically to the conclusion, “I will be safeguarded!”
Consequently, the first ten words of 30:1 can be translated
“the words of a pious person rewarded for righteousness, the
declaration of one restored to wholeness: ‘Surely God exists!
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Surely God exists! I will be kept healthy!’”— rather than being transliterated as a series of names or unknown words.
NO LONGER “THE BRUTE”

The MT #$y)imiI ykinO)f r(aba yk@I of 30:2 has generally been
understood as “for I am more a beast/ brute than a man.” But
r(b and #y) may have other meanings than “beast/ brute”
and “man,” respectively. MT r(ab@a can be the Qal passive
participle r(ub@f , of r(b stem II, “to burn, to consume, to be
consumed (with anger or emotion).” Likewise, the MT #$y)imiI
can be repointed to #$ yF)fmiI “from despair.” In this case, #$ yF)f
would be the cognate of Arabic FÜ! (cayisa) “he despaired”
and E"Ü! (ciya)s) “desparation” (Lane, 1863: 137; Wehr, 1979:
47). The by-form of
(cayisa) is Fx\ªÜ (ya cisa) “to give up
all hope,” which in form. (4) means “to deprive someone of
hope” (Lane, 1893: 2973–2974; Wehr, 1979: 1294). The
Arabic Fx\ªÜ (ya cisa) would be the cognate of #$)ayf “to despair, to give up hope” (BDB: 384; Jastrow, 1903: 560).12
Agur’s despair brought him to the point where he could not
think straight, as he confessed, yli Mdf)f tnAybi-)low: “I did not
have (normal) human discernment.” The past tense used in
translating this verbless clause reflects the tense of the verbal
clause which follows: hmfk;xf yt@idm
: alf-)lo w: “I had not learned
wisdom.” The shift to the imperfect in 30:3b marks the transition from depression to elation—Agur had become rw@bgF@ha,
“the one restored to normalcy.” With renewed piety the affirmation was made: (df)e My#$idoq; t(adaw : “and (now) I make
known the knowledge of the Holy One.”13

FÜ!
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NO INTERROGATIVES

The ymi opening 30:4b functions as a relative pronoun like
the Arabic personal / relative pronoun
(man) (Wehr 1979:
1084), not as an interrogative pronoun. The pronoun refers to
My#$i doq,; the “Holy One” who performed all the acts spelled
out in 30:4. Although MyIma#f$ hlf(f can mean “he ascended
(into) heaven,” it can just as well mean “he was exalted (in)
heaven” or “he had ascendency (in) heaven.” This interpretation draws support from NwOyl;(,e the name of God which
speaks of his ascendency in heaven, not an ascent into
heaven.14 Similarly, although the MT dray@IiwA MyIma#f$ hlf( f can
mean “he ascended (to) heaven and came down,” Scott (1965:
175), who followed tradition in making this verse speak
rhetorically about a person ascending into heaven, correctly
noted that dryw (= driIy@FwA ) was from hdr “to have dominion,”
not dry “to descend.” The point being made in 3:4a is that the
Holy One ( My#i$dq
o ; ) reigns ( hdr ) ascendent ( hl( ) in heaven.
Similarly, the hmf which opens the poetic line 30:5c is not
the interrogative “what”, nor even the relative “which,” but
the exclamatory “how!” (BDB 553b; Wehr 1979: 1042, "s).
The exclamation parallels Psa 8:2, K1m;#i$ ryd@)
I a-hmf “how
majestic is thy name.” The wm# could be cognate with Arabic
ÑtD (sumû) “exaltedness, eminence, highness” (Lane 1872:
1435; Wehr 1979: 504). If so, the w@m#$f -hmf would have the
same meaning as ryd@I)a-hmf. The Vorlage could have been
wOm#;$ w@m#$u -hmf “How exalted his name!” which, in an unpointed text, appeared to be a dittography and was mistakenly
changed into the simple interrogative, “what is his name?”
On the analogy of the w``( stem Mw@r ”to be high” having
the derivative noun Mw@r / Mru “height,” the y``( stem Nyb “to

ys
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discern” could have had the derivative noun Nybi@ / Nbi@ “discernment.” In this case, MT wOnb@; - M#$%e-hma w@ could simply be revocalized as wOnyb@i M#$f hmf (scriptio plene) “how sublime his
intelligence!”
Contrary to the suggestion in BHS, the (dfte yk@I in 30:4,
which is not reflected in the Codex Vaticanus or Sinaiticus,
should not be deleted, but read as the initial words of 30:5,
“Certainly you know every saying of God has stood the test!”
SUMMARY

The uncertainty surrounding Prov 30:1–5 has been minimized in this study by appealing to Arabic cognates for
meanings lost in the Judean dialect of Hebrew. Many scholars
who were quite confident that Agur ben Yakeh was from the
Arabian tribe of Massa made but limited use of Arabic
cognates to clarify problematic words. While some scholars
have recognized that hqy was a cognate of£ªgÖ (waqî ) “to be
pious, to be obedient,” the case has been made for relating (1)
rw@g)f to ?3! [(ajara] “a reward from God to a man for righteous conduct”; (2) )#%&fma@ha to£Gxs (munšî) “author, originator”; (3) rbegE@ to ?$3 ( jabara) “to restore to a sound or good
estate”; (4) lka)u to âªk (kala(a) “to keep safe”; (5) #$ y)I to FÜ!
(cayisa) “to despair”; (6) ymi to
(man) “who” [as a relative
pronoun]; wOm#;$ to ÑtD (sumû) “exaltedness”; and (8) the initial

ys

l of l)eytiy)il; to

r (la) “surely.”

There are sixteen other words in Prov 30:1–5 which have
Arabic cognates, but these are already listed in BDB and KBS
and need no additional elucidation. Adding the definitions
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proposed above to the lexicons of Biblical Hebrew should not
be problematic, especially since Agur’s poetry is in dialect or
an idiolect.
If is unfortunate that Agur (meaning “honored for righteousness”) is viewed by some as a skeptic because of the
skepticism of some scholars about an emphatic l in Hebrew.
Failure to recognize the emphatic l in the phrase l)eytiy)il;
(“Surely there is a God!”) has produced a great deal of erudite
exegetical gymnastics about a God-fearing, but stupid, Ishmaelite whose words of doubt made it into the canonical wisdom
of Israel in a brief obtuse debate where he was a named foil
for an unnamed and unidentified Judean apologist.
Applying the benefits of the word studies above, an entirely
different scenario emerges. A pious person honored for righteousness authors a short poem in which he affirms “Surely
there is a God!” He confesses to having had a bout of depression which affected his reason. But when reason failed, faith
prevailed. As good as his name, this pious person was restored to mental health. As a consequence, he tells of his
intention to declare his knowledge of the “Holy One” who
reigns supreme in heaven and over creation. Piety spoke again
in his affirmation: “Certainly you know every saying of God
has stood the test!” Having asserted initially in the poem “I
will be safeguarded,” this pious soul concluded his five verses
with a third affirmation, “the Holy One is a shield to those
who take refuge in him!” Far from being a skeptic or an
agnostic, Agur lived up to his name and has been well
rewarded for his righteousness—his poem became a part of
the canon even though written in a non-Judean dialect.
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NOTES
1. In forty-two manuscripts cited by Kennicott (1780 II: 475) hqy
appears as )qy, as though the root were )yq / hyq “to vomit, to
disgorge” (BDB 883). This accounts, in part, for the Vulgate’s
reading, verba Congregantis filii Vomentis visio quam locutus est
vir cum quo est Deus et qui Deo secum morante confortatus ait,
and the Douay, “The words of Gatherer the son of Vomiter. The
vision which the man spoke, with whom God is, and who being
strengthened by God, abiding with him, said.” Traditional interpretation explained that the “Gatherer” was the one who assembled
people for instruction and the “Vomiter” was the one who pours
out words of instruction (see Toy 1916: 518).
2. The Septuagint metano&ei “repent” indicates the Hebrew M)n
was read as Mxn in the Greek Vorlage. Hebrew Mxn is translated
in thirteen other places in the Septuagint by metanoei=n.
3. Note Num 22:3, b)fwOm rgFyw@F A ( = kai; ejfobhvqh Mwab) and Jer
46:17, rwOgyF ht@f) a ( = su_ fobh~|). A typographical error flawed
Franklyn’s comment, “fobh&qhti is derived from the jussive rzg
[sic] (dread, fear)” (1983: 239).
4. In the Qurcan (Sura 29:26)
“praise” or “fame.”

?3! ( ajara) has the meaning of
c

5. KBS II: 430 cites Arabic waqiha [sic] “to be obedient,” with the
name hqy given the meaning “careful.”
6. See Delitzsch (1920: 119 §131) for a list of texts having a confusion of q and r .
7. The Septuagint kai\ dexa&menoj au0tou_j reflects a reading of
)#&n, as in Deu 33:3, K1y ter ob@;d @ami )#%&fy I ( = kai\ e0de&xato a0po_ tw~n
lo&gwn au0tou~ “and he received from his words”) and Gen 50:17,
(#$p
a e l ; )nF )#& f ht@ f (wa : (= kai\ nu~n de&xai th_n a0diki/an, “now please
pardon the transgression”).
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z (n) remains unassimilated.

9. See also Wehr 1979: 132.
10. The literature on the emphatic l and )l continues to grow. In
addition to references cited by Richardson (1966: 89), note Mc
Daniel (1968) 206–208; Bloomerde (1969) 31; Dahood (1975)
341–342); Whitley (1975) 202–204; and Huehnergard (1983)
569–593, especially 591.
11. One would expect a final ) on lk along with the initial ) for
the 1cs imperfect. But as discussed in note 1, the interchange of )
and h (like hqy and )qy) is well attested. On the elision of the ) ,
note Delitzsch (1920: 21–22, §14 a – c ) and GKC 68 h.k . The following elisions are noteworthy: ynrz)tw and ynrztw in the parallel
texts of Ps 18:40 and 2 Sam 22:40; rsyw and rs)yw in Ex 14:25
Myrws)h and Myrwsh in Ecc 4:14; lhy for lh)y in Isa 13:20;
tryw for t)ryw in Lev 25:36; Mkyt+x and wbt for Mkyt)+x
and wb)t in Lev 26:18 and 26:21 in 11QpaleoLev.
12. See the study on Numbers 12:3 above in Chapter VII.
13. Reading My#$id oq ; as an honorific plural (see GKC 124 e ). The
MT (df )e can be repointed (scriptio plene) as the Hiphcîl imperfect
(ydIw O) . The addition of “now” is suggested by the t(i I w : “and now”
in Psa 74:6 (rather than the usual ht@f(wa : ). The Vorlage could have
been (AdI )o My#$idq
o ; t(a d a t(a w : , with a loss of the first t( .
14. Note Deut 28:43, where hlf(;mf@ hlf(m
; a K1 y le( f hle (yj A “he shall
excel above you higher and higher” speaks of status not of motion.
Note also Arabic£p[o! (cal c alî ) “the Most High,” used as a name of
God (Lane 1874: 2147).

